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01 BRAND IDENTITY

Brief creators
John McFaul & Sam Freeman 
Creative Directors, McFaul + Day

Brief
Develop a strong and graphically expressive set of 
communications that represent your brand identity

Concept
My brand identity is inspired by my interest in 
club culture, US sports teams and the automotive 
industry. Drawing these influences together led to the 
development of an identity that reflects my personal 
and professional style

LOGO

SUPPORTING TYPE

Pantone
381 C
C29 M0 Y98 K0
R193 G209 B0

Pantone
Black 6 C
C93 M77 Y56 K78
R16 G24 B32

Pantone
Cool Grey 9 C
C53 M42 Y39 K23
R118 G119 B123



02 MAGAZINE/EDITORIAL DESIGN

Brief creators
Bill Strohacker, Strohacker Design School
Carol Seatory, illustrator and graphic designer

Brief
Design a print magazine from concept and market 
placement to final print-ready layouts

Concept
Inside The Lines is the magazine that celebrates and 
critiques the art, design and fashion of sport. Inspired 
by Swiss typography and layout, the magazine’s design 
reflects its content and the style of the brands and 
athletes that appear within it 





03 MOBILE APP UX/UI DESIGN

Brief creator
Bill Strohacker
Strohacker Design School

Brief
Design a beautiful and engaging mobile app using 
Adobe Experience Design

Concept
This design for an app presenting the Jordan x Dior 
shoe and apparel collab not only showcases the 
collection but also tells the story behind its creation, 
communicates its production values and keeps the 
purchasing process intuitive and engaging



04 BRAND, APPAREL & 
PACKAGING DESIGN

Brief creator
Nick Williams, 4th Avenue Graphics
Former Head of Graphics at Levi’s Europe

Brief
Design an identity for a denim brand of your choice or 
your own brand concept. This should include buttons 
and rivets, paper labels, patch, t-shirt and packaging

Concept
Inspired by a recent trip to Copenhagen, I created a 
Scandinavian brand based on the concept of upcycling 
or ‘re-doing’ vintage denim to create unique one of one 
jeans. ‘Göra om’ translates as ‘re-do’ in Swedish 

Malmskillnadsgatan 32 Stockholm, Sweden 

CUT & SEW PROJECT 2020
W32 L32 TYPE SLIM FIT
CLIENT MAX WALMSLEY
NUMBER0001 

x1x1 x1x10

Pantone 2728 C
C96 M71 Y00 K00
R25 G79 B158

Pantone 116 C
C00 M20 Y96 K00
R255 G205 B00

Avenir
0123456789
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ





05 BOOK COVER (LETTERING) DESIGN

Brief creators
Bill Strohacker, Strohacker Design School
Jessica Hische, lettering artist

Brief
Re-design a book cover of your choice, communicating 
its spirit and message to its target audience through 
the use of one main letter and supporting graphics 

Concept
To represent the three-decade timespan of DJ 
Semtex’s Hip Hop Raised Me I combined the Olde 
English-style lettering of old school hip hop album 
covers with present day rap photography styling, tied 
together by the genre’s never-changing aesthetic of 
outlandish jewellery



06 PRINT AND PATTERN

Brief creator
Marie Redina, surface/graphics designer
White Stuff, Fat Face

Brief
Design a pattern for use across multiple products, 
either to promote yourself, a product or an artist

Concept
This pattern is inspired by the art of Keith Haring 
and can be used on a repeat basis or extracted as a 
single character that can act as a point of secondary 
branding, enabling a brand to be identified by this 
graphic signature without the presence of its name   



07 ADVERTISING

Brief creator
Simon Cheshire
Art Director, Neil and Simon 

Brief
Design a billboard as part of an advertising campaign 
to make people want to visit the Design Museum

Concept
Under the strapline ‘Life’s Better by Design’, the 
poster featured iconic pieces from the museum to 
make people think about how everyday products are 
improved by good design and want to find out more 
about them through a visit
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